
HOW TO WRITE A GOOD IB ECON COMMENTARY

This post will go through what you should write in your Economics IA, with so just highlight one solution (and not the
other) and you're good to go. I have a students' (practice) commentary in front of me that reads: With your effort to
publish all this information and advice to IB students, you're really making a difference!.

Producers receive the signal to increase their prices and they do. Keep up the good work, and thank you once
again. Thanks again. Thirdly, the market would be allocatively efficient. Reasons are not mentioned but there
could be a few possibilities. Absolutely great. Products in an oligopoly are normally however, not in
electricity market differentiated. I'm taking an online economics HL course and it becomes quite difficult at
times to find assistance. Copying sentences or parts of this piece of work will result in failing your IB Diploma
programme because of plagiarism! I find it absolutely incredible that you take the time to answer students and
write your posts. However, this student has skipped a few steps. They are easy to follow and digest. Definitely
recommending to all my peers. It suggests that if a firm increases the price, competitors will not follow and
that firm will lose revenue as consumers will migrate to another supplier. Include in your diagram as much
information as you can. Will it increase demand for giant two-headed pens? Argentina wishes the best for you.
But now I want you to take it a step further. Can you predict what will happen in the future based on what
happened in this article? Luckily in this case you get to edit your own writing as many times as you want
before you hand it in. So plain, simple but so effective. Thank you so much. Tadaa, you now have yourself an
economics news commentary If anyone wants to add to this, feel free to post below and i'll add it in Thanks to:
Julia32, Summer Glau, Eastcoast93 and nuka for contributing via the comments Edited. Also in your
conclusion remember to remark and talk about the effect on the different stakeholders i. In this case, firms are
increasing charges in order to keep abnormal profit maximum. Thank you very much for your help in my IA.
You're a life saver!. Will the supply fall for goblin ears? A clear picture can help you tell a lot.


